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Abstract

Purpose To evaluate the impact of reducing

B-scan frame-sampling density on retinal

thickness measurements using spectral

domain optical coherence tomography

(SD-OCT) in eyes with diabetic macular

edema (DME).

Methods We retrospectively collected OCT

data for 64 eyes of 43 patients undergoing

imaging for DME using the Cirrus HD-OCT

512� 128 macular cube protocol. For each case,

raw OCT data were imported into the

3D-OCTOR software, and retinal thickness

maps were generated using all 128 B-scans and

for lower densities of B-scans ranging from

every other scan to only four scans (every 30-s

B-scan). Maps were generated before and after

manual correction of retinal boundary

segmentation errors. The foveal central

subfield (FCS) and total macular volume

(TMV) values were used to compare thickness

maps of varying densities.

Results The mean difference in FCS retinal

thickness and TMV increased as the B-scan

density was reduced, particularly when the

density was reduced to fewer than 16 B-scans

over 6mm. At a density of 16 B-scans, the

mean absolute difference in FCS thickness

was 2.43 lm (0.79%), with a maximum of

10.1 lm (4.09%). At this density, the mean

difference in TMV was 0.012mm3 (0.13%),

with a maximum difference of 0.04mm3

(0.47%). Manual correction of OCT

segmentation errors resulted in a difference in

FCS thickness of Z10 lm in only 12.5% of

cases, with a maximum difference of 115.7 lm.

Conclusion A minimum of 16 equally spaced

B-scans appear necessary to generate retinal

thickness measurements similar to those

produced using all 128 B-scans in eyes with

DME. Manual correction of segmentation

errors appeared to have a clinically

meaningful effect in a small minority of cases.

These results may have implications for the

design of SD-OCT imaging and grading

protocols in clinical trials of DME, particularly

when using multiple SD-OCT instruments

that acquire varying numbers of B-scans.
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Introduction

With its capacity to provide detailed

visualization of retinal morphology, optical

coherence tomography (OCT)1 has rapidly

become an integral part of retinal clinical

practice.2,3 Major applications of OCT in

ophthalmology include identifying

vitreomacular interface abnormalities,3,4

monitoring features of exudation in the setting

of choroidal neovascularization, and assessing

the morphology and quantifying the extent of

macular edema.5 This ability to provide

quantitative information, in particular measures

of macular thickness, is perhaps one of OCT’s

most important applications.3

Measurement of retinal thickness by the OCT

instrument software depends upon accurate

identification of the internal limiting membrane

and the hyper-reflective band that is believed to

represent the outer border of the retina.3 With

Stratus OCT (a time domain OCT instrument,

Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA) this outer

retinal border was mistakenly placed at the

band that is now believed to correspond to the
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photoreceptor inner segmentFouter segment junction.

With the advent of spectral domain OCT technologies,

this outer border has been moved posteriorly to a more

anatomically correct position, although the exact position

varies between spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT)

instruments (Carl Zeiss Meditec). Regardless of the

precise position of the outer retinal boundary, in all

instruments, the OCT software calculates the distance

between inner and outer retinal boundary of the retina to

estimate the retinal thickness. But questions have been

raised about the accuracy and reliability of OCT retinal

thickness measurements.3,4,6 These measurements can be

affected by artifacts,6,7 poor signal,5 operator errors,

decentration errors due to poor fixation and failure of the

OCT software to accurately segment the retinal

boundaries.3 Segmentation errors are particularly

frequent in pathological conditions, where disruption of

the normal retinal bands can present challenges to

automated alogrithms.3,8,9 Sadda et al3 found that retinal

thickness measurement errors may be observed in 92% of

eyes imaged with Stratus OCT. Glassman et al10 reported,

however, that manual correction of errors in Stratus

OCT-automated analysis appeared to have no

appreciable effect on the interpretation of anatomic

outcomes for diabetic macular edema (DME).

In contrast, SD-OCT instruments offer dramatically

higher image acquisition speeds, allowing denser, more

complete coverage of the macula with raster scans.11,12

Despite the improved acquisition speeds and advances in

image processing offered by SD-OCT, segmentation errors

still frequently occur. Keane et al13 noted retinal thickness

measurement errors in 57.5% of eyes imaged with the

Cirrus high-definition OCT (HD-OCT, Carl Zeiss Meditec),

with severe errors occurring in 9.6% of these eyes. The

impact of manual correction of automated segmentation

errors on dense SD-OCT datasets has not been carefully

studied, in part because correction of errors in large

numbers of B-scans may be exhaustive and impractical for

routine use. In addition, the effects of segmentation errors

on global parameters such as total macular volume (TMV)

have not been well studied. We have demonstrated that

only a small subset of B-scans in a volume scan may be

necessary to generate an accurate retinal thickness and

volume map.14 However, this previous study included

various retinal pathologies and was not powered to

determine the minimum required scanning density for

specific diseases such as diabetic macular edema. In

addition, the previous study included only cases without

segmentation errors and thus was not designed to evaluate

the impact of correcting these segmentation errors.

In this report, we evaluate the impact of reducing

the density of B-scans and manual correction of

segmentation errors on SD-OCT retinal thickness maps in

patients with DME.

Materials and methods

In all, 64 eyes of 43 consecutive patients with macular

edema secondary to diabetic retinopathy were enrolled

in this retrospective study. All 64 eyes had undergone

Cirrus HD-OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec) imaging. The study

was approved by the institutional review board of the

University of Southern California, and the research

adhered to the tenets set forth in the Declaration of

Helsinki. Other patient variables, including gender, age,

best-corrected visual acuity, systemic and concurrent

ocular disease, and ophthalmoscopic and biomicroscopic

findings, were also culled from the patient records.

All patients referred to the Doheny Ophthalmic

Imaging Unit for Cirrus OCT imaging undergo a

standardized macular cube protocol consisting of 128

equally spaced, horizontally oriented, 6 mm raster

B-scans, each composed of 512 A-scans, with scanning

performed within a 6 mm square centered on the fovea.

This protocol is used rather than the 200� 200 cube

protocol, because the 512� 128 protocol is the preferred

and accepted protocol at image-reading centers for

clinical trials and because the ophthalmologists at our

institution have found the 6 mm B-scans composed of

only 200 A-scans to be of insufficient quality for detailed

morphological assessment. For this study, raw OCT scan

data were exported from the Cirrus OCT and then

imported into previously described and validated

SD-OCT-reading center grading software known as

3D-OCTOR (created by Doheny Image Reading Center

software engineers, Los Angeles, CA, USA).14,15

Generating retinal thickness maps

Retinal thickness maps were regenerated using

3D-OCTOR to evaluate the relationship between retinal

thickness measurements and B-scan-sampling density. A

total of six different, evenly spaced B-scan densities were

evaluated: 1) all 128 B-scans (spaced 47mm apart); 2)

64 B-scans, (every other scan, 94mm apart); 3) 32 B-scans

(every fourth scan, 188 mm apart); 4) 16 B-scans (every

eighth scan, 376mm apart); 5) 8 B-scans (every sixteenth

scan, 752 mm apart); 6) 4 B-scans (every thirty-second

scan, 1504mm apart). The first scan at the top of the cube

was the starting scan for 128 B-scan cube, the second scan

from the top was the starting scan for the 64 (every other)

B-scan cube, the fourth scan from the top was the starting

scan for the 32 (every fourth) B-scan cube, and so forth.

Measurements for each of the ETDRS subfields and the

TMV (volume of all nine subfields combined) were

automatically computed for each sampling density using

a simple bilinear interpolation as previously described.14

In addition, a trained, certified reading center grader

(MGN) performed manual correction of all B-scans in all
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cases that demonstrated any error in segmentation of the

inner or outer retinal boundaries (Figure 1). The

reproducibility of reading center correction of retinal

boundaries has been demonstrated in previous reports.16

Retinal thickness maps were regenerated for each

sampling density after manual correction (using bilinear

interpolation).

To determine whether regional variations in the extent

of edema influenced the optimal OCT scanning density,

retinal thickness values (generated using the corrected

128 B-scans) for each subfield were then compared with

normative thickness values provided from previous

publications of Cirrus OCT imaging in normal, healthy

individuals.17 In accordance with previous DRCR.net

publications, subfields with mean thickness values 42

standard deviations above the mean normal value for

that subfield were deemed to be thickened.17 The number

of thickened subfields (maximum of nine) was

determined for each case and was used as a measure to

determine if the edema was focal (fewer thickened

subfield) or diffuse (more thickened subfields).

Statistical methods

For statistical analysis and comparison, retinal thickness

and volume measurements derived from using all 128

B-scans were considered the corrected or uncorrected

reference standard, depending on whether manual

correction of segmentation errors had been performed.

The corrected reference standard was considered to be

the ground truth. The difference (or error) between the

uncorrected reference standard value for the foveal

central subfield (FCS) and the TMV was calculated for

each scanning density for each case. This analysis of

varying B-scan densities was also repeated after all

segmentation errors were corrected, and corrected

measurements were also compared with uncorrected

values. Best-corrected visual acuity was converted to log

MAR notation for statistical analysis. Absolute difference

and percentage errors were calculated. Bland–Altman

plots were generated to facilitate the comparison

between values for each B-scan density and the reference

standard measurements. Intra-class correlation analysis

was performed to study the relationship between

reference standard measurements and thickness

measurements at various frame-sampling densities.

Linear regression analysis was used to evaluate the

relationship between number of thickened subfields and

absolute difference in thickness measurements at varying

frame-sampling densities. All data were analyzed using

statistical software SPSS 15.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA)

and MedCalc (MedCalc Software, ver. 11.3.8, Mariakerke,

Belgium). A P-value of Z0.05 was considered statistically

significant. One-way ANOVA and Bonferroni correction

were used to determine significant differences between

and within B-scan densities.

Results

A total of 64 eyes with DME from 43 patients were

included in the study. The mean age of included patients

was 62.1±8.9 (SD) years, with a median age of 62.5 years.

The mean duration of diabetes was 20.1±9.2 years, and

the mean best-corrected visual acuity was 0.44 (Snellen

E 20/50)±0.55. Increasing FCS retinal thickness, as

determined using all 128 B-scans, was associated with

reduced visual acuity (r¼ 0.299, P¼ 0.016).

B-scan frame-sampling density and retinal thickness

Table 1 shows the absolute difference and percentage

error of retinal thickness in both corrected and

uncorrected sampling groups. Using scans without

manual correction of segmentation errors, the mean

absolute error (relative to 128 uncorrected B-scans) at the

FCS was 0.11±0.08 mm with 64 B-scans (1 of 2),

increasing to 7.43±6.25 mm with 8 B-scans. The

percentage error was 0.04±0.03% with 64 B-scans

(1 of 2), increasing to 2.39±2.16% with 8 B-scans. There

was no statistically significant difference between the

absolute differences with sampling densities of 128, 64,

32, or 16 B-scans. However, a statistically significant

difference (P¼ 0.001) in FCS thickness relative to that

obtained with 128 B-scans was observed at sampling

densities of 8 B-scans or lower.

Following recalculation of all retinal thickness maps

after correction of retinal boundary errors, the mean

Figure 1 (a) Uncorrected optical coherence tomography (OCT)
B-scan with retinal segmentation boundaries generated by the
Cirrus OCT instrument software. (b) Corrected OCT B-scan with
manual placement of retinal boundaries; blue arrow indicates
the inner limiting membrane boundary and the white arrow
indicates the retinal pigment epithelial boundary. The color
reproduction of this figure is available at the Eye Journal online.
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absolute error (relative to the corrected ground truth 128

B-scans) at the FCS was 0.29±0.49 mm with 64 B-scans

and 7.71±6.3 mm with 8 B-scans. The percentage error

was 0.09±0.14% with 64 B-scans, increasing to

2.31±1.78% with 8 B-scans. Figure 2 shows the

comparative graph of absolute error and percentage error

of FCS retinal thickness for the various sampling

densities. Bland–Altman plots of the mean difference in

FCS thickness between the ground truth and each

reduced sampling density are shown in Figure 3. The

mean neurosensory FCS retinal thicknesses at the

varying densities were 345.17±107.97mm (with 128

B-scans), 345.22±107.77mm (64 B-scans),

345.02±107.14mm (32 B-scans), 345.97±106.19mm

(16 B-scans), 345.26±100.89mm (8 B-scans), and

336.63±102.94mm (4 B-scans). Increasing ground truth

(128 corrected B-scans) FCS thickness showed a

statistically significant negative correlation (ie smaller

error) with percentage error at sampling densities of 64

B-scans (r¼�0.249, P¼ 0.04), 32 B-scans (r¼�0.333,

P¼ 0.007), 16 B-scans (r¼�0.563, P¼ 0.001), and

8 B-scans (r¼�0.247, P¼ 0.05), but was not statistically

significant for 4 B-scans (r¼�0.145, P¼ 0.252). The ICC

coefficient was 1.00 (95% CI: 1.00–1.00) for a frame-

sampling density of 64 B-scans and 0.978 (0.930–0.973)

for a frame-sampling density of 4 B-scans.

B-scan-sampling density and TMV

Table 2 shows the absolute difference and percentage

error of TMV in both corrected and uncorrected sampling

groups. For scans without manual correction of

segmentation errors, the mean absolute difference in

TMV was 0.001±0.0032 mm3 for 64 B-scans (1 of 2),

Figure 2 Effect of reduced B-scan density on measurements of
foveal central subfield (FCS) thickness of corrected versus
uncorrected retinal segmentation boundaries: (a) mean absolute
difference (mm), (b) mean percentage error.

Table 1 Absolute difference and percentage error of retinal thickness in both corrected and uncorrected sampling groups

Corrected scan sampling Uncorrected scan sampling

Scan density Mean SD Range Scan density Mean SD Range

Absolute difference (mm) Absolute difference (mm)
64 0.29 0.47 0–2.4 64 0.11 0.08 0–0.3
32 1.11 1.53 0–7.6 32 0.57 0.47 0–1.9
16 2.43 1.88 0–10.1 16 2.21 1.65 0–8.7
8 7.71 6.30 0.3–28.7 8 7.43 6.25 0.3–29.9
4 15.41 28.24 0–220 4 11.91 11.20 0–48.3

Percentage error (%) Percentage error (%)
64 0.09 0.14 0–0.75 64 0.04 0.03 0–0.12
32 0.34 0.44 0–2.38 32 0.19 0.19 0–1.01
16 0.79 0.70 0–4.09 16 0.70 0.55 0–2.17
8 2.31 1.78 0.11–8.39 8 2.39 2.16 0.09–11.16
4 4.75 8.73 0–67.92 4 3.87 4.10 0–16.66

Scan density¼number of B scans.
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rising to 0.0023±0.02 mm3 with 8 B-scans. The

percentage error was 0.013±0.04% with 64 B-scans,

increasing to 0.25±0.2% with 8 B-scans. There was

no statistically significant difference between the

absolute differences for all frame-sampling densities

(128 B-scans–4 B-scans).

Following recalculation of all retinal thickness maps

after correction of retinal boundary errors, the mean

absolute difference in TMV was 0.003±0.005 mm3 with

64 B-scans, rising to 0.028±0.02 mm3 with 8 B-scans. The

percentage error was 0.03±0.05% with 64 B-scans,

increasing to 0.31±0.22% with 8 B-scans. There was no

statistically significant difference between the absolute

differences for all frame-sampling densities when

compared with the ground truth value. Figure 4 shows

the comparative graph of absolute error and percentage

Figure 3 Bland–Altman plots demonstrating the level of agreement between the ground truth and each reduced sampling density for
the foveal central subfield retinal thickness. Central solid line indicates the mean absolute difference and dotted lines indicate the 95%
confidence interval limits (upper and lower). (a) At a B-scan-sampling density that includes every other B-scan (64 B-scans with an
equal spacing of 94 mm). (b) At a B-scan-sampling density that includes every fourth B-scan (32 B-scans with an equal spacing of
188mm). (c) At a B-scan-sampling density that includes every eighth B-scan (16 B-scans with an equal spacing of 376 mm). (d) At a
B-scan-sampling density that includes every sixteenth B-scan (eight B-scans with an equal spacing of 752 mm).

Table 2 Absolute difference and percentage error of total macular volume in both corrected and uncorrected sampling groups

Corrected scan sampling Uncorrected scan sampling

Scan density Mean SD Range Scan density Mean SD Range

Absolute difference (mm3) Absolute difference (mm3)
64 0.003 0.005 0–0.02 64 0.001 0.003 0–0.01
32 0.007 0.009 0–0.04 32 0.003 0.005 0–0.01
16 0.012 0.010 0–0.04 16 0.010 0.009 0–0.04
8 0.028 0.020 0–0.09 8 0.023 0.018 0–0.07
4 0.117 0.219 0–1.72 4 0.089 0.072 0–0.36

Percentage error (%) Percentage error (%)
64 0.03 0.05 0–0.19 64 0.01 0.04 0–0.14
32 0.07 0.10 0–0.47 32 0.04 0.05 0–0.14
16 0.13 0.10 0–0.47 16 0.11 0.11 0–0.55
8 0.31 0.22 0–0.95 8 0.25 0.20 0–0.75
4 1.33 2.77 0–22.14 4 0.98 0.79 0–3.9

Scan density¼number of B scans.
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error of TMV for all sampling densities. For TMV,

Bland–Altman plots of the mean difference between the

ground truth and each sampling density are shown in

Figure 5. The ICC coefficient was 1.00 (95 % CI: 1.00–1.00)

for a frame-sampling density of 64 B-scans and 0.998

(0.995–0.996) at the lowest frame-sampling density of

4 B-scans.

Corrected versus uncorrected thickness and volume

Table 3 compares retinal thickness and volume of the

corrected and uncorrected sampling groups. Manual

correction of retinal boundaries in at least one B-scan was

necessary in 35 of the 64 eyes (54.7%), but the differences

were not statistically significant for the overall group.

However, 12.5% of eyes did demonstrate a difference of

more than 10mm between corrected and uncorrected

scans, with a maximum difference of 115.7 mm in one

case. The frequency distribution of thickness

measurement differences between corrected and

uncorrected scans is shown in Figure 6.

The TMV observations were similar to results of FCS

retinal thickness measurements, with no statistically

significant difference between corrected and uncorrected

groups at all scanning densities (128 B-scans–4 B-scans).

We also found no significant correlation between the

number of thickened subfields (a measure of the extent of

the macular edema) and the absolute difference in

thickness measurements relative to the ground truth for

any sampling density (r¼ 0.047; P¼ 0.715 at frame-

sampling density of 16 B-scans).

Discussion

In this study, we aimed to evaluate the effect of reducing

B-scan density and correcting segmentation errors on

retinal thickness measurements in eyes with diabetic

macular edema. Our results suggest that retinal thickness

and volume maps similar to those obtained using the

dense 128 B-scan macular cube can be generated with a

subset of as few as every eighth scan (16 B-scans with

equal spacing of 376mm), both for FCS thickness and

for TMV. At a scanning density of every eighth scan

(16 B-scans) the maximum error in FCS retinal thickness

for any eye was 4%.

Thus, it appears that for patients with DME, the

minimum number of scans required is fewer than was

concluded to be necessary in prior studies that included

patients with a variety of different diseases.14 A potential

explanation for this observation is that eyes with diabetic

macular edema may have more gradual changes in

topology than the eyes of patients with diseases such as

neovascular AMD. Thus, a smaller sampling of the

macula may adequately represent the extent and severity

of the disease. Interestingly, we observed no relationship

between the number of subfields thickened by edema

(a measure of diffuseness), and the error in thickness

measurement.

Regardless, these findings may have implications for

the design of OCT acquisition and grading protocols for

clinical trials relating to diabetic macular edema. With

respect to acquisition protocols, some SD-OCT

instruments that employ tracking and extensive B-scan

averaging may not be able to acquire very dense volume

cubes in a clinically practical time frame because of poor

fixation or other patient factors. If multiple SD-OCT

instruments are to be used within a particular trial, it is

reassuring to observe that varying scan densities can still

yield fairly comparable results for DME. With respect to

Figure 4 Effect of reduced B-scan-sampling density on mea-
surements of total macular volume of corrected versus un-
corrected retinal segmentation boundaries: (a) mean absolute
difference (mm3), (b) mean percentage error.
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grading protocols, requiring only a reduced subset of

B-scans to generate accurate retinal thickness maps

increases the feasibility of manual correction of

segmentation errors. This may be of importance as the

OCT B-scans for over 50% of the eyes in this study had

evidence of segmentation errors that required manual

correction.

On the other hand, we observed that correction of

segmentation errors resulted in relatively small

differences in retinal thickness and TMV measurements,

regardless of the scan densities. Overall, only 12.5% of

cases demonstrated a difference in FCS thickness of more

than 10 mm following manual correction.

Our study also has some limitations to consider when

assessing the findings. First, only one SD-OCT

Figure 5 Bland–Altman plots demonstrating the level of agreement between the ground truth and each reduced sampling density for
total macular volume (mm3). Central solid line indicates the mean absolute difference and the dotted line indicates the 95% confidence
interval limits (upper and lower). (a) At a B-scan-sampling density that includes every other B-scan (64 B-scans with an equal spacing
of 94 mm). (b) At a B-scan-sampling density that includes every fourth B-scan (32 B-scans with an equal spacing of 188mm). (c) At a
B-scan-sampling density that includes every eighth B-scan (16 B-scans with an equal spacing of 376 mm). (d) At a B-scan-sampling
density that includes every sixteenth B-scan (eight B-scans with an equal spacing of 752mm).

Table 3 Corrected versus uncorrected foveal central subfield
thickness and total macular volume values with differences
between groups at each frame-sampling density

B-scan density Corrected Uncorrected Mean SD Min Max

FCS RT (mm) Difference (mm)a

128 345.17 343.23 7.06 17.83 0.00 115.70
64 345.22 342.41 7.97 18.81 0.00 115.70
32 345.02 342.66 8.05 18.99 0.00 119.70
16 345.97 343.67 7.92 18.66 0.00 119.00
8 345.26 343.02 7.80 19.40 0.00 125.10
4 336.63 336.77 10.48 28.97 0.00 196.10

TMV (mm3) Difference (mm3)a

128 9.15 9.15 0.72 0.77 0.00 3.57
64 9.15 9.15 0.72 0.77 0.00 3.56
32 9.15 9.16 0.72 0.77 0.00 3.58
16 9.15 9.15 0.72 0.77 0.00 3.58
8 9.15 9.16 0.73 0.78 0.00 3.63
4 9.15 9.17 0.78 0.80 0.00 3.51

Abbreviations: FCS, foveal central subfield; Max, maximum;

Min, minimum; RT, retinal thickness; TMV, total macular volume.
aAbsolute difference.

Figure 6 Frequency plot (cumulative percentage of cases) for
difference in retinal thickness measurements between corrected
and uncorrected groups. Difference measurements for the
various plotted intervals are given in mm.
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instrument (Cirrus OCT) was used in this analysis. As

the various instruments differ in their segmentation

algorithms and may differ in the frequency and severity

of segmentation errors, our findings regarding the need

for manual correction may not generalize to other

devices. Second, our study cohort is relatively small and

included eyes with retinal thicknesses ranging from 187.7

to 705.4mm. Thus, our findings may not extrapolate to

eyes with even more severe edema. In addition, our

analysis only focused on neurosensory retinal thickness.

More localized parameters such as extent of subretinal

fluid or cystoid spaces may require a greater density of

scans for accurate quantification. Moreover, a greater

scanning density may also be needed for qualitative

morphological assessments such as identification of

subtle areas of photoreceptor disruption. In addition, our

study did not assess whether measurements would differ

if even higher scan densities (4128 B-scans over 6 mm)

were used. Finally, high scanning density may also be

critical for generation of OCT summation or projection

maps, which are necessary for image-to-image and inter-

visit registration. Thus, high-density scans may still be

needed, even if only subsets of these scans are used for

quantification.

In summary, we observed that a B-scan density of only

16 equally spaced horizontal B-scans over a 6 mm square

may be sufficient to adequately represent and generate a

reliable macular retinal thickness map, regardless of

whether segmentation errors are present. However, most

scans include segmentation errors. Manual correction of

OCT scans can address these segmentation errors, but

only a minority of cases have clinically meaningful

differences between corrected and uncorrected

measurements. These findings may aid in the design of

optimal SD-OCT scanning and analysis protocols for

future studies of diabetic macular edema.
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